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Screw It!
Traditional Male Skills That Every Woman Should
Know
Aubrey Smith

Description
Have you ever wondered how you'd survive without a man to attend to the odd jobs
around the house? Have you ever wished you knew how to put up a shelf or check the oil
in your car? And, more importantly, not have to call a man round? Then this is the book
for you!
From changing a car tyre and checking brake fluid and coolant to building a campfire and
making a compost bin, Screw It! features all the traditionally male skills that a woman
should learn to make her life that much easier. Divided into sections focusing on vehicle
maintenance, the home, the garden and the great outdoors, each task is succinctly
explained and accompanied by beautifully illustrated instructions with a traditional feel.
Never again will you need to rely on the man in your life!

Sales Points
Learn complete self-reliance as you master all the skills in this book, doing away with
the need to ask for the help of the man in your life!
Features all the traditional male tasks and skills that every woman should know, from
changing a car tyre and chopping down a tree to fixing a leaking tap and tiling a floor
Divided into manageable sections and sub-divided by different skills, each is explained
in a step-by-step process with accessible illustrations
The perfect purchase for all independent women

Reviews
'lively and informative' - Lancaster Guardian

Author Biography
Aubrey Smith is an author and illustrator. His first book for Michael O'Mara was How to
Build a Robot (with your dad), published in 2012. His wife, Sarah Williams, is the author of
Darn It!
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